Mathematics
In maths our topics are:


numbers to 20;
count forwards and backwards from zero to 20
group ten objects and count on from ten
recognise a 'ten' and 'ones' in teen numbers
compare and order numbers to 20
create patterns with numbers within 20



addition and subtraction within 20;
counting on to add small amounts
counting back to subtract small amounts
using number bonds/known facts to add
using number bonds/known facts to subtract
using the ‘Make ten’ strategy to add
using the ‘Make ten’ strategy to subtract
applying strategies and experimenting with modelling

R.E
In RE we are learning about:
 why saints are important to Christians.
 characters in the nativity story.
Art
We are learning to:
 investigate animals and continents through the use of
art.
 look at a different continent, investigating the
animals and then creating a piece of artwork.
 work our way around the world looking at new art
skills.
PSHE
We are learning to:
 discuss, explore and celebrate difference.

English
In English we are learning to:
 understand and use contractions.
 think about rhyming words and how they could be
used in a poem.
 create our own animal acrostic poems.
 noting ideas
 sequence sentences to form short narratives.
 plan and write our own animal poems, using rhyming
words and our senses.
 writing for different purposes.
Our story book this term:
 One Day on our Blue Planet…in the Savannah, by Ella
Bailey
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Handwriting and Phonics
In handwriting we are:
 practising initial sounds and
words.
 presenting our work
beautifully.
In phonics we are:
 are starting to revisit and
learn the set 3 speed
sounds. We will be learning
to read and spell words
containing these sounds.

writing in our Read Write
Inc comprehension books.

History
We are learning about:
Our local history
 Hampton Court Palace and why the Tudors
were such an important part of history.
 Tudor houses, food and clothes.

CURRICULUM MAP
Year One Cairo Class
P.E Dance and Football
We are learning to:
 move our bodies in different ways.
 demonstrate football skills.
 understand simple rules and player
positions.
 use equipment safely.
 demonstrate respect and fair play
when winning or losing.

Science – Animals including humans
In science we are learning to:




identify and name a variety of common
animals.
describe and compare the structure of a
variety of common animals.
identify, name, draw and label the basic
parts of the human body and make
connections to our senses.

